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The following are Letters from our Two Young eagles after their flight's in aircraft provided
and piloted by Paul Adrien and John Weber.
Info: on the opportunities for Young Eagles can be found on the EAA Website.
WWW,EAA.org
Dear Chapter,
I have always been afraid of heights. So when my dad told me I was going to
be flying in a rather small plane above Lake County, I was slightly less than thrilled.
When I saw the planes we would be in, I tried not to hyperventilate! They looked so
small, and when I heard the pilots themselves had made them my anxiety only
increased. But once I was in the air, it was amazing! I really enjoyed seeing the
places I grew up in from above. Both planes were incredible, if you asked me to pick
which flight or plane I enjoyed more, I wouldn’t be able to answer!
I had so much fun that day, and I am seriously considering continuing on with
the program. I would like to sincerely thank everyone that made this experience
possible. It’s not something I’ll soon forget!
All the best,
Sarah Muennich
IDear,

EAA chapter 534
Thank you so much for taking me up in a plane for the first time! I had a great time with both of
the pilots (Paul Adrien & John Weber ).
They made my experience a great one. I have to admit i was a little nervous about taking to the
skies for the first time, that I could remember anyway.
I think I liked the Canard wing better than the Rans. I liked the Canard wing better because it was
a little quieter and smoother. I also liked the armrest next to the joystick, which made it easier to
stabilize my hand while in control of the plane. It helped inspire me to take the ground school
course and hopefully get my pilots license.
-Stephen Muennich
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PreFlight

Eagle's Young and Old
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Dad Keeps watch

Old & Young with John's Plane

Charlie Briefing the Press (Daily Commercial Reporter)
See all the photos on our website. WWW.EAAChapter534.org
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